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Abstract: The intra-cage behaviour of guest H2 and D2 molecules in doubly occupied 51264 cages
in structure-II (sII) clathrate hydrates were investigated using classical and path-integral molecular
dynamics at 100 K. We probed the structure of tetrahedral sites, proton vibrations, localised molecular
rattling timescales at sites, and the jump-diffusion travel of H2 and D2 molecules between sites.
The site-diffusion model was correlated with experimental neutron scattering data, and the cage
occupancies were then discussed in light of recent state-of-the-art experimental and theoretical
findings in the literature.
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1. Introduction

Hydrogen is considered to be the ultimate alternative clean fuel to supplant the use of
hydrocarbons in many contexts. Given its very high energy density, it could also serve as a
temporary medium for the storage and transport of energy that can seamlessly integrate
into renewable energy applications. Despite its very high energy density, rendering it a
tempting alternative, its relatively low volumetric density (in gaseous form) and associated
hazards, makes finding a safe and affordable hosting/storage material with high capacity a
‘Holy Grail’. Although various candidate materials may appear to challenge these material
requirements, most of the proposed solutions are bedevilled with a high manufacturing
cost or insufficiently low capacity, thus ruling them out of contention [1].

Clathrate hydrates are non-stoichiometric inclusion compounds in which a host water
lattice entraps gas molecules [2]. Clathrate hydrates offer a potentially interesting storage
medium for hydrogen—a means for ’green mass storage’ [2]. The prospect of using gas hy-
drates as a cheap and green alternative to metal–organic frameworks, zeolites and hydrides
for hydrogen storage to facilitate the green and hydrogen economies is certainly attrac-
tive [2]. Although pure hydrogen hydrates (consisting only of hydrogen in sII clathrate
cages) have been realised experimentally, first by Dyadin et al. [3,4], they require very high
pressures (around 1.5–2 kbar) to be structurally stable at near-ambient temperatures [2–5]
and are less practical for engineering applications [2,5,6]. The maximum theoretical hydro-
gen capacity of the hydrogen hydrate is 5.3 wt.% (for sII hydrates) at significantly elevated
pressures of the order of 2–3 kbar for this higher level of cage-filling, and temperatures of
around 250 K [7–10]. However, this maximal storage capacity of circa 5 wt.% is reliant on
double and quadruple occupation of small (512) and large (51264) sII-hydrate cages, respec-
tively. This is a somewhat controversial interpretation of high-pressure neutron-diffraction
data. More realistic (lower) cage occupancies have been proposed (e.g., closer to 1 for
small cages and typically no more than 2 or sometimes 3 in the large cage [2,11]), lever-
aging sophisticated ab-initio molecular-dynamics simulation to assess cage occupancies
systematically [11].
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Of course, the high-pressure requirements to afford stability of pure hydrogen and
realise a larger hydrogen-bearing capacity approaching United States Department of Energy
(DOE) goals [5,6] makes it somewhat of an impractical hydrogen-storage medium [1]
despite interesting ‘ice-coating’ proposals [12]. A pragmatic approach for engineering
applications hinges on the use of a mixing gas for binary hydrates, in which a ‘helper’
molecule fills (most) large cavities and the smaller cages are free to host hydrogen. In this
respect, both propane [13,14] and tetrahydrofuran (THF) hydrate have been advanced as
potentially attractive propositions [15]. Such ‘doping’, however, does tend to undermine
the hydrogen-bearing hydrates’ ‘green’ credentials, and must be considered in the appraisal
of green hydrogen-storage strategies carefully.

In any event, having briefly discussed the ‘green-storage’ context and motivation
for hydrogen storage in hydrates (especially the ‘pure’ case), together with some con-
troversy over large-cage (and even small-cavity) occupancies giving rise to perhaps in-
flated H2-occupancy estimates [7–10], the question remains to be answered about the
fundamentals of intra-cage guest (H2 and D2) phenomena; notably their structure, vi-
brations and ‘site-hopping’ behaviour in the large 51264 sII-lattice cages. Although there
has certainly been a number of high-quality studies on guest inter-cage dynamics and
diffusivity throughout the sII lattice [16–18], as well as inter-cage H2-transfer energy barri-
ers [11,19–21], such intra-cage dynamics have been less studied. Futera et al. have carried
out sophisticated Raman-type analysis of hydrogen hydrates with state-of-the-art ab initio
molecular-dynamics (AIMD) simulation and Raman experiments—although the AIMD
was propagated classically [22]. Very recently, Ranieri et al. carried out inelastic neutron
scattering (INS) measurements of quantum dynamics of D2 and H2 molecules confined
in pure- and binary-hydrate structures (helium in the latter case), determining [23] and
assessing molecular quantal rotation and translations. Bacic and co-workers made sub-
stantial recent advances in more rigorous 6- and 8-D quantum treatments of singly and
doubly occupied sII-hydrate cages [24,25]. In particular, the INS studies of reference [23]
suggest that the large cage in sII hydrogen hydrates is rarely more than doubly occupied,
with average occupancies of circa 1.5–1.8 at kilobar pressures (and 0.85-1 for 512 cages),
while reference [11] predicted that singly occupied 512 and doubly or triply occupied 51264

cages are more energetically realistic across a range of temperatures and cavity occupancies.
These findings more reasonably accord with the subsequently reported INS findings [23].
Given these careful intra-cage phenomena studies of references [11,19–25] and others,
we concluded that the weight of most recent scientific evidence, from both experiment and
theory, supports the view that we can (and probably should) use single- and double-H2 and
D2 occupations of the small and large sII hydrate cavities, respectively, as being reasonable
and ripe for further detailed study.

Keeping this mandate in mind (i.e., to study in further detail intra-cage phenomena
for singly- and doubly occupied small and large sII-lattice cages, respectively), we noted
that the tetrahedral structure of intra-cage ‘sites’ to accommodate guest molecules for
various large-cage occupancies within sII-hydrate 51264 cages is less well characterised in
the literature. However, reference [11] showed (from AIMD) a range of probable spatial
distributions for likely H2 positions in large cages. Further analysis is warranted for the
doubly occupied case, in particular the study of nuclear quantum effects impacting these
positions. Moreover, although reference [26] reported some interesting quasielastic neutron
scattering (QENS) measurements of classical “jump-diffusion” dynamics between these
sites, reference [23] examined this from a quantum perspective for lower-temperature
behaviour, where assumptions of classical site–site hopping are more questionable.

In this study, we sought to investigate further tetrahedral-site distributions for doubly
occupied large cages using path-integral dynamics to incorporate nuclear quantum effects
at 100 K. Unlike our previous work in references [11,19,27], in which occupancy of the
51264 cavities was an important consideration, in this study we emphasised again that the
overwhelming (and very recent) consensus of the state-of-the art experiment and molecular
simulation is definitively in favour of no more than double occupation of such cages as
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being routinely feasible. Keeping this in mind, we focused on doubly occupied cavities
in the present contribution. Having studied such quantum site structural distributions
for such doubly occupied 51264 cages, we then proceeded to assess further dynamical
vibrations and intra-cage diffusive motion between these sites, as well as relaxation of
residence time distributions thereat as a function of temperatures (80–125 K) where classical
effects are dominant (i.e., above 50 K) [23,26].

2. Methodology

The empirical model used in this work was the force-matched model (FMM) of Burn-
ham, Futera and English [27]. The model was parameterised against Born-Oppenheimer
molecular dynamics (BOMD) trajectories of type II clathrate hydrates containing guest
hydrogen molecules. The model was fit using a force-matching method, in which the
forces on each particle during the course of the BOMD trajectory were fit. The results
had good agreement with the density functional theory results for the free energy barriers
for H2 molecules’ passage across large cages. This was true, in particular, along the path
connecting pairs of large cages through their shared hexagonal face, through which the
guest molecules hopped from one large cage to another.

Both classically propagated and 32-bead path-integral molecular dynamics (PIMD)
were carried out under periodic boundary conditions for an sII unit cell with single and
double occupation in small and large cages of both D2 and H2, respectively. The D2 and H2
were in respective D2O and H2O lattices. The molecular-dynamics methodology and other
computational details are otherwise very similar to reference [27]. Canonical-ensemble
dynamics (classical and 32-bead PI) were performed in an sII unit cell with a vanishingly
small dipole moment [27] for 20 ps with a 0.2-fs time step. All cages in the unit-cell
simulation box were occupied during molecular dynamics (MD) (single or double, as
appropriate).

Initially, we wished to average the results over all cages (either 512 or 51264) and over
all time steps. Doing so first required identifying all the cages of each type, and then
placing those cages in a standard position/orientation. To do this required a method for
producing an equivalent orthonormal x-, y-, z- axes set for each of the large (and small)
cages, such that if the cages only differed by a rotation in the frame of the axes set, each cage
would be brought into perfect alignment.

To place each of the 51264 large cages into a standard orientation, we first used an
algorithm to identify the vertices of the four hexagonal faces. We then constructed four
relative vectors from the cage-centre to the centre of each of the four hexagonal faces,
which should, and does, form a tetrahedral vector set. The vectors were then normalised.
It was then possible to form an orthonormal axis set from linear combinations of the
tetrahedral vectors, which can be written in matrix form as a = Mt, where t = {t1, t2t3, t4}
are the four tetrahedral vectors, a = {a0, a1, a2, a3} contain the orthonormal axis vectors
(in a1, a2, a3), and the orthogonal M matrix is given by:

M =
1
2


1 1 1 1
1 1 −1 −1
1 −1 1 −1
1 −1 −1 1


To place each of the 512 dodecahedral cages in a standard orientation, we first chose

an arbitrary starting vertex on each dodecahedron. Then, starting from the initial vertex,
we searched for the six second nearest neighbours. From these we constructed six unit
vectors pointing from the starting vertex to the six second nearest neighbours. It can be
shown that, for a regular dodecahedron, these six vectors comprised two sets of mutually
orthonormal triplets, either of which were used to form an axis set. One set was found
from the three left turns that were made at the connecting first nearest neighbour (to the
second-nearest neighbour), and the other set was found from the three right turns. In fact,
the two choices were not equivalent as they corresponded to two different orientations
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of the dodecahedron. For this reason, the equivalent axis set for each dodecahedron
(choosing consistently either all-left or all-right turns) should be chosen carefully.

As noted above, and to mimic the quantum-INS experiments of reference [23], we were
interested in the structure of the D2 guest molecules within the cages. A natural way to
analyse the data is to generate a three-dimensional density of the centre of mass with respect
to the large (or small) cages, averaged over all large (small) cages in the simulation cell and
over all time steps in our (path-integral) molecular dynamics simulation. The resulting
density can then be displayed through examination of isosurfaces of the spatial-density
data (vide infra).

Turning to the matter of investigating the so-defined and resultant tetrahedral sites in
terms of their hopping dynamics and distribution of dwell times therein, we identified ev-
ery doubly occupied large cage in our simulation cell, recording the labels of the molecules
forming the vertices of each cage. Using this information, we could then find the geometric
centre of each large cage’s four hexagonal faces on each time-step of a molecular-dynamics
simulation. Then, for each of the two guest molecules, we recorded which of the four
hexagonal mid-points that the guest molecule was closest to on each step of the simulation.
As the simulation progresses, the guest molecules gradually switched between the vicini-
ties of different mid-points, which we characterised by taking a histogram of the hopping
lifetimes. Each lifetime was an unbroken sequence of (classical) molecular-dynamics time
steps in which a particular guest molecule was closest to a particular midpoint. Unfor-
tunately, PIMD has well-known (in-principle) pathologies with respect to theoretically
rigorous time-series representation of dynamical/vibrational properties, so we conducted
this moderate towards ambient-temperature analysis (80, 100 and 125 K) for classical prop-
agation only in a manner consistent with QENS studies [26], where quantum phenomena
do not dominate [23].

Finally, we characterised the resulting histogram by fitting the long-time data points
(t > 5 ps) to a double exponential decay profile for both guest types (a pair of D2 in the
large cages of a D2O lattice, and a H2 duo in large cavities of H2O-lattice type), i.e.,:

h(t) = A1 exp(−t/τ1) + A2 exp(−t/τ2) (1)

where τ is the characteristic relaxation time for the guest molecules’ site-residence times,
with τ2 giving the longer-time characteristic decay. From assessing a single to a double
exponential fitting strategy [28], we found that the latter gave better-fidelity fits. This is
reflective of the ‘bifurcated’ nature of caged/confined dynamics of guest molecules [28–30],
which undergo local site-specific vibrational motion, and more diffusive inter-site transla-
tions [23,26]. Therefore, the initial decay, τ1, is more reflective of local site-specific rattling
motion.

3. Results and Discussion

After examining D2-guest structural distributions first [11,23], isosurface plots for
both large and small cages and for both classical and path integral molecular dynamics
simulations are plotted below. Because no single isosurface can capture the full extent of
the three-dimensional density data, we chose to use two isosurfaces for each case: one at
5% the density maximum (in light transparent grey) and one at 10% the density maximum
(in darker grey).

Turning to classical results, we observed that for guest D2 molecules in the singly
occupied small 512 cages, their centre of masses (COMs) were distributed close to the cage-
centres with no discernible anisotropy. The large 51264 cages, which were each occupied by
two D2 guest molecules, showed much more structure in their COM positions. The guest
molecule COMs were preferentially located in tetrahedrally-oriented sites, one behind
the centre of each of the large cage’s four hexagonal faces. There was also significant
population at off-tetrahedral sites, with the density isosurface taking on a somewhat cubic
shape overall. Additionally, there was some population at the centre of each hexagonal
face, which were shared by large cage pairs.
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Turning to the path-integral results, we observed that the guest density in the small
cages was practically identical to the classical results, where the guest centre of masses
confined to the cage-centre region. Although similar to the classical results, there was
a more observable difference for the large cage results (i.e., the off-tetrahedral locations
appear more heavily populated, such that the density within the large cages appears
almost symmetrically distributed along the eight vertices of a cube). For the reader’s closer
reference, Gaussian-type ‘cube’ files are provided as part of Supplementary Material for
both classical and PIMD spatial density results.

Further details on temperature and occupation effects on the nature of quantum and
classical spatial distributions of such D2 and H2 guests in the 51264 cages have been outlined
(in detail) in reference [11]. In brief, the present results for double occupation are, by and
large, compatible with 100 K results in reference [11], sampled from high-fidelity Density-
Functional Theory (DFT) calculations; indeed, the H2-water potential model, optimised
for hydrogen hydrates was developed using such DFT calculations [27]. In essence, for H2
occupancies of 1 to 5 at 50, 100 and 200 K, the guests’ density isosurfaces showed how the
density became more or less perfect during the quadruple occupation [11] (which is in
accord with the findings of Figure 1 in the present work). When temperature increased,
the extent of delocalisation increases (and not just for the guests), serving to ‘smear’
the intra-cage iso-densities more greatly [11]. This resulted in slightly less well-defined
adherence to the tetrahedral sites and, to a greater extent, off-site spatial density [11].
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In terms of these singly occupied 512 cages, using the orthonormal tetrahedral-vector
approach above to identify local-axis systems therein from both classical and path-integral
MD, there was no real preferred orientations of the D-D axis in its angular histogram in
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either case, which indicates no preferred local orientational alignment and relatively free
rotational motion.

In terms of free energies of the guests, and on related energy barriers (as mentioned
previously), our previous work in references [11,19,27] established that H2 occupations
of 2 or 3 in 51,264 cages were the most thermodynamically feasible. It was also found
that such free energy terms were lower in the classical case than for the quantum case,
owing to quantal delocalisation increasing these terms. More specifically, in reference [11],
we calculated free energy profiles of the molecules over the volume of the 51264 cages’
interiors at 50, 100 and 200 K. We showed that the associated barrier reduced almost linearly
for 1–3 molecules per large cage but grew larger than expected for quadruple occupancy,
with this departure from linearity becoming more pronounced at lower temperatures [11].
The barriers tended to rise with rising temperature, with nuclear quantum effects (NQEs)
raising further due to quantal delocalisation [11].

In terms of intra-cage dynamical motion (to study classical site-jump phenomena),
we first studied the vibrational (proton) velocity-spectra of the guest and host species
(i.e., H2 in H2O and D2 in D2O) at 80, 100 and 125 K for 200 ps. These are provided in
the Supplementary Information (Figures S1 and S2), and they obey the expected isotope
vibrational effect quite well, i.e., doubling the mass in going from H2 to D2 (and H2O to
D2O) reduces the frequency by

√
2.

For double occupation of the 51,264 cages, the double exponential decay fit for the
site-residence distribution h(t), from Equation (1), gives an expected relaxation time τ2
at 100 K of around 10 and 13 ps for H2 and D2, respectively, with r2 values of over 0.95.
The shorter τ1 times, reflective of localised rattling, were about 2.0 and 3.1 ps for H2 and
D2, respectively. The h(t) data is shown in Figure 2 at 100 K for both D2 and H2 guests,
with the H2-fit as an example. QENS signals observed in the spectra of reference [23]
indicate that increasing temperature in the H2O-H2 sII clathrate corresponds to a change in
H2 dynamics from a strictly quantum to a more mixed quantum-classical regime around
10–15 K. At all investigated temperatures up to around 50 K, the quasielastic broadening
width was Q-independent23, suggesting, as expected in cage/confined dynamics [26,28–30],
a localised rattling motion (reflective of the shorter-time transient relaxation process τ1 in
Equation (1)), as opposed to more jump-/hop-diffusion exploration of other tetrahedral
sites. For temperatures between 25 and 45 K, it was found (using QENS) that the width of
this hybrid quantum-classical process ranged between approximately 0.55 and 0.65 meV,
which corresponded to between 8.2 and 6.4 ps [23]. At around 50 K, there was an onset of
fully classical site-jump diffusional behaviour, i.e., with Q-dependence of the quasielastic
broadening width emerging clearly [23], and so extrapolation of the QENS width to the
fully classical hop-diffusion regime at 100 K (in the present work) was expected to yield
localised rattling-timescales of no more than a few picoseconds. This is not inconsistent
with our present τ1 estimates (i.e., 2.0 and 3.1 ps for H2 and D2, resp.). In addition, taking
into account shorter time residences of the tetrahedral sites (<5 ps), the present work’s
(time-weighted) means of the dwell time distributions at 100 K were 1.38 and 1.21 ps for
H2 and D2, respectively. This is broadly in line with site-specific timescales in a classical
jump-diffusion regime at 100 K from neutron scattering experiments [23,26].

In terms of temperature dependence of τ1 and τ2 bi-exponential times, Arrhenius plots
are provided in Figure S3 for 80, 100 and 125 K, revealing activation energies of 0.45, 0.50,
0.59 and 0.66 kJ/mol for τ1 (H2, D2) and τ2 (H2, D2), respectively. As expected, this is a deal
smaller than for inter-cage phenomena [11,19,27]. The relative linearity of the Arrhenius
fits shows that they are essentially undergoing a quasi-classical-type jump diffusion as the
basic mechanism. The underlying τ1 (H2, D2) and τ2 (H2, D2) values are summarised below
in Table 1, with r2 values well over 0.95. It can be further observed that the D2-inter-site
hop relaxation dynamics was the most sluggish, with the largest activation energy barrier
in its temperature dependence.
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Table 1. τ2 and τ2 intra-cage site-hop relaxation times in picoseconds.

T (K) τ1 (H2) τ1 (D2) τ2 (H2) τ2 (D2)

80 2.3 3.6 12 16.5
100 2 3.1 10 13
125 1.8 2.75 8.7 11.6

On the importance of NQEs in the present work, it is clear that there is a stark ef-
fect at low temperature (of the order of 100 K) in terms of spatial distribution of the
guests (Figure 1) together with their intra-cage, tetrahedral-site hopping dynamics. How-
ever, lest it be overlooked, one must also bear in mind NQEs in the context of the water
lattice in the hydrate itself. Certainly, it is known that some NQEs are exhibited by pro-
tons in liquid water even at temperatures above 100 K, e.g., for auto-protolysis [31] and
electric-field-induced proton conductivity [32], albeit with their magnitude becoming more
decisive at lower temperatures. In the general ’water-NQE’ context, Conde et al. found
that, for hydrate lattices, a reliable estimation of hydrate densities below 150 K, alongside
sublimation energies, constant-pressure heat capacity and radial distribution functions,
PI approaches are needed to take into account NQEs, while other properties were less
affected below 150 K [33,34]. Indeed, our previous work [11,19,27] highlighted that quantal
structural delocalisation (ever more important at lower temperatures) is a central feature in
altering energy barriers. Naturally, the water lattice network itself also plays an important
role in these spatial-delocalisation processes.

4. Conclusions

The intra-cage behaviour of guest H2 and D2 molecules in doubly occupied 51264 cages
in sII clathrate at 100 K was investigated in the present study. We found that the singly
occupied small cages did not evince any preferred orientation of the guest, while there
was a greater population of off-tetrahedral guest occupation of large cages in the case of
PIMD, with a more cubic-shaped density isosurface. Their greater population at the centre
of each hexagonal face (shared by large-cage pairs) also reflected the stark effect of nuclear
quantum effects in lowering inter-cage transition free energy barriers [11,19,21].

The tetrahedral sites found in Figure 1, featuring their ’musical chairs’ type of classical
jump-diffusion phenomena (Figure 2), were found to be qualitatively consistent with
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the neutron scattering classical diffusion findings in reference [26]. This offered a semi-
quantitative agreement in terms of rattling timescales with rough expected QENS width
time equivalences [23]. However, it is possible that by reassessing our probability density
boundaries of where the tetrahedral sites are located, and which are somewhat subjective
and ‘fuzzy’, one may find slightly different quantitative values. For this reason, any direct
comparison with neutron scattering data, while instructive, should also be treated with
caution.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/2076-341
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and path-integral.
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